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This paper maintains that the concept of responsibility must be extended to beliefs and emotions. It argues that beliefs and emotions have their crucial link through the element of judgment. Judgment refers to relationships in contexts of ambiguity and uncertainty; developing good judgment in children involves the question of similarities and differences in varying situations and contexts. Both beliefs and emotions are crucial to this process. Educators interested in helping develop better judgment must look at the relevant beliefs and emotions associated with the judgments we make. Just as children must be made aware of their responsibility for behaviour, so must they understand that they are responsible for their beliefs and emotions.

There exists a long tradition in regard to responsibility for actions and their consequences, including omissions to act.¹ In moral education, an important part of what we want to instill in children is a sense of accountability, the importance of “taking responsibility” for what they do, and do not do. In this paper, we will argue that both the tradition and the educational message must be extended to beliefs and emotions.

Why are we speaking of beliefs and emotions together? Are not the former part of the cognitive (“epistemic”) realm, connected to questions of knowledge, evidence, proof, and rationality, and the latter part of the affective realm, connected to feelings, and the world of passions, desires and the irrational? The answer to this question will be found in our detailed analysis of belief and emotion in the two sections below. What we will stress here is that beliefs and emotions have their crucial link through the element of judgment. Judgment refers to relationships in contexts of ambiguity and uncertainty; developing good judgment in children involves the question of similarities and differences in varying situations and contexts.² Both beliefs and emotions are crucial to this process. As educators
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interested in helping develop better judgment, we will want to stress looking at the relevant beliefs and emotions associated with the judgments we make.

Just as children must be made aware of their responsibility for behaviour, so must they understand that they are responsible for their beliefs and emotions. In Section I, we outline our concept of responsibility. Section II presents our thesis about responsibility for beliefs, and Section III our point of view about responsibility for emotions.

What is “Responsibility”?

We want our children to be responsible. What do we mean by this? Responsibility is a complicated concept with moral, legal and psychological components. For the purposes of this article, there is one main question to ask; namely, what is the value we want as parents and teachers to impart to our young children. To answer, we will sum up much of the philosophical and legal literature in the following way. Responsibility is: “Answering for what we do”. We can see this in the roots of the word (“respondere,” “to answer”). To account for our acts is what we have in mind: We want our children to understand that they are the authors of what they do, that when they do things that are bad, it may be appropriate to blame them (they are blameworthy), and when they do things that are good, they may deserve credit or praise (they are praiseworthy). We want them to understand that some things are done by them, sometimes by other people, and sometimes the causes are natural, or unknown.

At the very earliest ages of their lives, we identify our children by giving them a name, and then using this name when referring to their space, their possessions or their body (Mary’s room, Mary’s teddy-bear, Mary’s nose), as well as to what action she did (Mary is walking, Mary is kissing, Mary is throwing a tantrum, Mary hurt her finger). We are reminding her that it is not daddy, or her brother who is walking, kissing, throwing a tantrum or whose finger is hurt. Personal identity and autonomy, two components of responsibility, make an appearance in very early childhood. The child, even before speaking, is very aware of his accomplishments. When a child first walks, for example, we (and the child) are proud of this developmental milestone. The two year old, as every parent and early educator knows, insists on doing things for himself, and will persevere at a task for a very long time to get it done. It is often frustrating that the young child will refuse assistance for putting on his clothes. As good parents, we have learned to balance our wish to have our child have this important early autonomy, but also help him when it is needed, for his safety, or even because we are in a rush and can’t afford the luxury of waiting for him to put on his own shoes. We, of course, have to exercise our judgment in balancing the competing values --- in this case, autonomy versus safety.

We want children to “take responsibility” for what they do. As we, and others, have argued elsewhere, taking responsibility does not entail being able to do otherwise. Whether or not one could...
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have done otherwise is irrelevant to taking responsibility, even if it remains crucial in determining other aspects of moral and legal responsibility. We can acknowledge that there are things we did (or omitted to do), which we could not have avoided doing (or failed to do). We may regret the consequences of some act, and want to apologize to people we may have hurt. We may, however, be practically certain that in the relevant circumstances, if offered the chance to go back again (perhaps by time-travel), we would still have acted in the same way. The act remains ours forever. Whether or not we are to be blamed (or praised) by others, and to what degree, is one matter. Our sense of being accountable to ourselves for our own acts is another.

The entire area of excuses, both in the law as well as in morality, is relevant to questions of blameworthiness, and circumstances may determine degrees of appropriate praise. Although all of this pertains to responsibility in the sense of accountability to others, none of it will determine one’s own accountability. This is another way of stating our thesis: Taking responsibility is an independent matter of whether, or to what degree, we are morally or legally responsible. For children, “I couldn’t help it” or “He made me do it” will have an impact on one issue (that of moral responsibility, including possible blame or punishment) but not on the other (acknowledging that it was their act, for which they must take responsibility).

Four further conceptual points: 1) We are speaking of responsibility as it occurs in its prepositional sense -- responsibility for something. There are uses of the concept which are subsidiary, as in “drink responsibly” (meaning, perhaps, “drink in moderation”), or simply “be responsible” (which often means “be trustworthy, or “be mature”). 2) Responsibility refers not only to negative acts, as in crimes, bad behaviours, and other aspects for possible blame and punishment. We must also include good acts, good consequences, and the entire area of possible praise and reward. 3) Our concept of responsibility is not equivalent to blameworthiness, or praiseworthiness, but is to be defined independently of these. Of course, if a person is judged causally and morally responsible, it will make him a prime candidate for further questions of blame, praise, punishment, or reward, if these become relevant. 4) Finally, we are ignoring questions of collective and vicarious responsibility, where either groups of people, in the first case, or perhaps a parent in place of a child in the second, may be judged “responsible”. For the purpose of this paper, we are restricting ourselves to the individual person who will be uniquely responsible for the act, omission to act, or the consequences of these. What we are arguing is that the same responsibility must be extended to both beliefs and emotions.

Responsibility for Beliefs

We express disapproval and approval for each others’ beliefs, uttering such statements as, “How can you believe that?” or “What a ridiculous thing to believe!” It seems that when we make such admonishments, we think the person in question has formed the belief irresponsibly, and it seems we hold him responsible for forming this belief. This notion of responsibility is not simply one that is pointing out the causal genesis of the belief. Holding someone responsible for his beliefs is not like holding the wind responsible for knocking over the tent. That we praise and blame each other for the beliefs we hold seems to indicate, rather, that we view the beliefs one forms to be the consequence of one’s agency.

We will investigate what we mean when we hold people responsible for beliefs, when we praise or blame them for beliefs they form or fail to form. In particular, we are interested in what kind of control is needed in belief maintenance for these “reactive attitudes” to be appropriate. When it comes to the issue of doxastic control, there are two main positions, both of which we reject. The first is

doxastic voluntarism which claims that belief involves a decision, that is an act of the will. So, on this view, I can decide to believe in an afterlife if I think it will make my life more peaceful. The many problems with this position have been discussed extensively, perhaps most famously in Bernard Williams, “Deciding to Believe”⁵. But many who reject doxastic voluntarism conclude that we lack any kind of meaningful control in the doxastic realm. Those who take this line must explain what we are blaming these believers for, if not for failing to exercise control over their beliefs. We will argue that these responses fail because we do not end up blaming people for the particular beliefs they hold but for something only quite indirectly involved with this belief. We will then argue that if we want to hold people responsible for their beliefs, there needs to be a sense in which we have a kind of control over our beliefs which is not simply derivative. In formulating a view of the kind of control needed, we make use of some of the concepts involved in “guidance control.” It means that beliefs are products of our agency -- something we have an active role in shaping and maintaining -- that there are ways in which “taking responsibility” for them means taking control. We are blamed when we lose this grasp, when we do not exercise our reflective and normative competence which helps us believe the way we ought to believe.

Given that we cannot be at will the way we can simply will ourselves to raise our arms (absent external force), what does this tell us about our being responsible for beliefs? One possibility is that it is mistaken to praise or blame one for the beliefs they hold or to see them as responsible. Just as I cannot help feeling wet when rain falls on me or hot when the sun is strong, my believing that it is raining or the sun is strong is not something that is “up to me”; it is a state I find myself in when the world impinges on me in certain ways. On such a view, belief is a passive phenomenon and it must be so, if it is to do its job. This is how David Owens (mistakenly) characterizes Hume’s position: “In denying the existence of epistemic agency, doxastic responsibility and intellectual freedom, Hume means to reject the idea that belief is subject to reason. He allows that beliefs are governed by the sort of biological norms⁶ that apply to the process of breathing, or the workings of the human heart but no one thinks us responsible for non-compliance with such norms.”⁷

Others have not wanted to give up the notion of doxastic responsibility and so have argued that we can be held responsible for our beliefs even though we lack control over them. Owens argues that not only can we not believe at will, we do not have reflective control over our beliefs; a belief’s rationality is not constrained by one’s judgment of it the way an action is. A state is under reflective control, for Owens, “when it can be motivated by higher order judgments about the probative force of the reasons for it.”⁸ He cites McDowell, as well as Locke and Descartes, as theorists who think we do have such control over our beliefs, that our higher order judgments about what we ought to believe help to dictate what we do believe. Owens denies that we have this control largely because he thinks that such higher order judgments can fail to rationally motivate us. It is not by reflecting on reasons for believing that one comes to believe. We may reflect on evidence for or against p in forming our belief of p but we will not reflect on whether believing p is rational, justified, desirable, or useful (even if we acknowledge such pragmatic considerations are part of what constitutes a belief’s justification). We cannot, it seems, decide to favor one goal of believing over another, and believe it is raining or Jones is guilty as a result of this decision. “Purposiveness implies that a subject form beliefs in pursuance of a certain goal, that they control their beliefs by aiming at that goal”⁹ But believers lack this kind of control; our beliefs do not seem goal-oriented the way that our actions are. So, Owens argues, our blaming people is not a result of our taking them to have failed to exercise control, that they have failed to keep their beliefs in line with their more rational goals.

---
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If one takes it that responsibility entails control (a view Owens call the juridical theory of responsibility) and one agrees with Owens that we lack this control, one would have to deny that we are responsible (or blameworthy) for our beliefs. Given that Owens thinks we can (and ought) to be responsible for our beliefs, it must be the case that responsibility does not entail control. Rather, he argues, it is sufficient that a state be “responsive to reasons” in order for one to be held responsible for it, and beliefs are open to rational assessment in this way. If I hold a belief and am not responsive to the reasons that reveal the belief’s irrationality, I can be held responsible (and blamed) for holding this belief. This is the case, for Owens, even if I could not have exercised better control, or even if I cannot alter my belief now. Rather, holding irrational beliefs is an epistemic vice, which, in turn, reveals a defect in my character. According to Owens, we are responsible for what determines our merit as people, even if we cannot control these determinants.

It seems odd to locate all responsibility for belief at the level of character for a number of reasons. First, given that the virtues we do or do not cultivate have so much to do with our upbringing, something clearly not up to us, can we really be responsible for our character? We don’t want to dwell on this since it does seem we do, in many cases, take responsibility for the selves we are (personality etc.) even though we did not select who we are, since it is ourselves that are the sources of what we do. Our second problem with Owens is more serious; it seems to get the target of the blame wrong. On this view, when we blame you for having a particular belief, what we are actually doing is saying you are blameworthy for being in (or possessing) a state that is of a kind that is reason-responsive and you, because of a defect in your character, are failing to respond to reasons. But this is not blaming you for having THIS particular belief, say, your belief that your husband is having an affair, but rather for possessing a certain state that is of a kind which ought to be responsive to reasons.

Now consider someone who does possess the epistemic virtue of wisdom, who, as Owens puts it, “knows to whom credit is due, at what point to form a view, when to open his mind and when to close it” and most of the time believes in such a way that manifests this virtue. If, one time, perhaps when overcome with jealousy, he forms a belief on insufficient evidence, would it really make sense for us to say “shame on you, you are lacking merit as a person as you clearly have not cultivated the virtue of wisdom”? Can we really even assess whether someone possesses a particular virtue based on one instance? It seems not, but we can still blame him in this one instance. We can blame him for having a belief he ought not to have; he ought not to have it because it is not in line with his higher order reflective judgment. We will argue that at least a part of our blame does indicate we think he has failed to exercise a kind of control.

Our third problem with Owens’ account is that if we are really blaming people for their character traits, it would seem that we would blame someone less for the occasional lapse than we would someone who is always failing to respond to reasons, but it seems that, in fact, the opposite is true. If one has grown up in such a way as to be able to exercise epistemic virtues, but fails to keep one’s beliefs in line with one’s more reflective judgment, then one can be blamed for this lack of control. If someone has never, for example, learned to apportion his belief to the evidence, this person seems less blameworthy than one who knows that he ought to do so but who fails. The fact that we can even make the distinction between the lapses of the reflective person and the unreflective one seems to indicate that beliefs are more under our “reflective control” than Owens contends. For the wise person’s beliefs will be more responsive to reasons than those of the unwise, and when the wise person’s beliefs fail to be so, we blame him not for lacking virtue, but for being careless, for lacking self-control.

The bulk of the discussion of doxastic control focuses on the acquisition or formation of beliefs. Given that one cannot “believe at will,” the main difficulty is to explain what it is in the agent’s control. There is a consensus that we have certain kinds of indirect control over what we believe. For example, in gathering and evaluating evidence that will be integral to my forming a belief, I engage in many intentional
activities. So the dispute concerns, rather, whether we have a form of control with respect to belief that is not derivative in this way. Gary Watson has recently argued that we do. Watson rejects the view that the kind of disanalogy Owens points to reveals that we lack control over our beliefs. Even if we are powerless to adopt beliefs just because we think they would serve our ends, it does not follow that beliefs are simply things “that happen to us, are effects upon us of the world.” There does seem to be some room for agency and activity in the doxastic realm. Watson argues that this is the case because we can be held responsible for the judgments we make just as we can for the actions we perform. And, if this is so, there must be a sense in which what I believe is “up to me.” Beliefs, it seems, are subject to my decision-making powers and my normative competence. One of the main conclusions Watson draws is that just because there is not an analogous doxastic will, this does not mean there is no room for doxastic agency. “The boundaries between the active and the passive are not marked by the will.” Interestingly, Owens agrees with Watson on this point and spends much time arguing that practical judgment (rather than the will) is the instrument by which we control our agency. But as we have seen, Owens does not think a belief’s rationality is constrained by one’s judgment of it the way an action is. Higher order reflection can motivate our actions in a way that it cannot motivate our beliefs.

One of the reasons it may seem that we lack control over our beliefs is that so many of them seem unavoidable and irresistible. If it is impossible for me to avoid holding a particular belief, how can I be said to have any control over my holding it? For doesn’t being in control entail that I could have done otherwise or that I could have chosen differently? There have been many theorists who have been concerned with formulating a concept of control (and responsibility) that does not entail that one could have done otherwise. For if causal determinism is true (or if God has created one and only one perfect world plan), there may be a sense in which we can never act other than we do, but it seems we would not want our notions of responsibility along with all the practices that go along with them to be rendered meaningless if it turned out that we did live in a deterministic universe. John Fischer calls the kind of control that does not entail alternative possibilities, “guidance control.” To illustrate the kind of thing he has in mind, imagine that you are driving a car that is a “driver instruction” automobile with dual controls. As long as you are driving in a relatively safe manner, the instructor lets you control the car and so when you, at the correct time, turn to the right, it is you who is guiding the car to the right. But if you had shown signs of confusion and were about to mistakenly turn to the left, the instructor would have stepped in and steered it to the right. Thus you could have gone in no other direction but to the right. So, although you have guidance control over the car, you lack what Fischer calls “regulative control” -- the instructor has that.

In their recent book, Fischer and Ravizza provide detailed elaboration of this concept of guidance control and argue that it is sufficient for moral responsibility. We are not concerned with the details of their analysis or if the kind of control we have over beliefs directly maps on to what they have articulated, but much of their way of thinking about control seems to be getting at what we can do in the doxastic realm. It is being the author or guide of one’s actions that they argue is the relevant sense of control in assessments of responsibility, not the principle of alternative possibilities. There are two main components to this notion of guidance control: Reason responsiveness and ownership. We have seen that Owens ties responsibility to reason responsiveness and thus argues that responsibility does not require control. But Fischer and Ravizza are adamant that responsibility requires control, just not the kind of “regulative control” which requires alternative possibilities. An agent exhibits guidance control of an action “insofar as the mechanism which actually issues in his action is his own, reason-responsive mechanism.” Owens does not discuss the notion of ownership, but it is essential in trying to
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understand how one can have guidance control over beliefs. If all that were required for responsibility is that the mechanism issuing in the action (or belief) were reason responsive, then even if one were directly manipulated – say, had scientists kidnapped you and implanted such a reason responsive mechanism -- you would still be responsible.

For the mechanism that actually issues in certain behavior to be one's own, one must take responsibility for it. Taking responsibility is understood historically. As one comes to view oneself as an agent, as having an effect on the world as a consequence of one’s intentions, decisions etc., one comes to view oneself as a fair target for the reactive attitudes, such as punishment or praise. By viewing oneself as an appropriate target for the consequence of a particular mechanism (say, ordinary practical reasoning), one thereby takes responsibility for it and the behavior resulting from it. Once one takes responsibility for a particular mechanism then this ownership extends to future operations of the mechanism.

It seems evident that the actual mechanism issuing in a belief is reason responsive. So, say you believe, on inadequate evidence, that your brother stole some money from you. You discover your error (perhaps by finding the money or finding the real thief). You will then (under normal circumstances) revise your belief about your brother. But do we take responsibility for these mechanisms and for the resulting beliefs? Can we “own” them as a consequence of our agency the way we can our actions? We think we can see that this is possible if we think about our capacity to feel guilty about having certain beliefs. So consider again the belief about your brother. Even if you never acted on it in any way, you can still feel guilty having formed this belief at all. Owens thinks that such feelings of guilt would be appropriate and it would also be proper to blame you for having this belief. According to Owens, your guilt is not really about holding this belief and it certainly is not about a failure of control, but rather it is your feeling bad about not being a good person in general. But if you really viewed yourself as lacking control over this belief, would you feel the same kind of guilt for having it? Say you discovered that you had undergone some kind of psychic manipulation such that the mechanism responsible for issuing in beliefs about your brother was one which was controlled (via some remote control) by some evil scientist. You may still feel bad about having some beliefs, even a feeling of shame and a view about yourself that you were somehow defective. But part of your reasons for feeling guilty seem to have to do with this belief being a result of your agency. You have taken responsibility for the mechanism issuing in evidentially-based beliefs. When the mechanism is faulty, it is your fault and you can be said to have lost some control over this mechanism given that you are failing to guide your beliefs appropriately.

That some notion of control is in play when assigning blame to beliefs is reinforced if we consider when and why we mitigate such blame. Owens considers those theoriest who (he thinks, mistakenly) extend reflective control to the doxastic realm. According to this view, “we lose control when our mental life is not as we think it should be and we can’t put it right.”14 His example is, if you keep having racist beliefs even when you recognize there are no grounds for it when you think you should not. We think his characterization of loss of control is right. 15 If you cannot make your higher order judgments effective, there is a sense in which your belief is no longer your own; you are divided and overpowered. But it seems in such a case we would blame you less if you really can not put it right; you are not as open to blame as someone who can put it right but who is failing to put in the care and effort required to do so.

---
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Responsibility for Emotions

Emotions are a special sub-class of feelings which have, as stated above, a special closeness with beliefs via the concept of judgment. Other parts of the affective life, including motivation, impulses, desires, attitudes, dispositions, and mood will not be treated in this paper. We are prepared, however, to argue that people should take responsibility for much of the affective life. We specifically argue elsewhere that we should teach children to take responsibility for their moods. In this section, we will restrict ourselves to responsibility for emotions.

What are “emotions”? One way of seeing what emotions are, is to say what they are not. They are not just desires, impulses, or motives -- the things which may push us to action. They are different also from hunger and thirst, our two main appetites. Hunger is always about food, thirst always about drink. In contrast, emotions like love can have as object any number of people, or by extension, pets, books, music and so on. Nor can emotions be reduced to desires and passions, including sexual desire. Emotions are not pleasure and pain, although, of course, they may involve both these sensations. Attitudes, dispositions and moods are all causally and conceptually tied to emotions, although they have their own unique features. Having said what emotions are not, let us try a positive description. The best way of summing up a vast amount of philosophical and psychological literature of the last thirty years is to say: “Emotions are about something in the world.” To be angry is to be angry “about” a peculiar sort of object, very much like “believing that” entails an object of belief. More recently, Martha Nussbaum has made her analysis of emotions partly a function of beliefs. She says, “It is, of course, a consequence of the view I have been developing that emotions, like other beliefs, can be true or false, and justified or unjustified, reasonable or unreasonable.”

Nussbaum applies her general point to the question of changing one’s beliefs and changing one’s emotions, two processes which are inextricably linked. She cites Seneca’s example of having been brought up to believe honor is very important, and then trying hard not to believe it. When he is seated at a table at a place which he considers insulting, he finds himself in the grip of old habits, still angry. The point of the example is that both the emotion and some associated false beliefs (we may have come to see them as false) are very difficult to shake off. Other examples mentioned by Nussbaum are the fear a person may have of dogs as a child, or some racist beliefs with accompanying attitudes transmitted by parents. The emotions and beliefs are, as with Seneca, hard to give up, sometimes throughout adult life.

If we ask ourselves what do we naturally call emotions, we would give quite a long list which would include fear, anger, joy, sorrow, grief, jealousy, pity, shame, guilt, pride, hope, wonder, love, hate, and the like. What sort of criteria underlies this selection? The connection is that all these emotions are forms of cognition; they are sometimes called “appraisals.” All emotions involve seeing situations under certain aspects which are agreeable or disagreeable and beneficial or harmful in a variety of dimensions. To feel fear is, for instance, to see a situation as dangerous. To feel pride is to see with pleasure something as mine, or as something that I have had a hand in bringing about. Nussbaum argues that emotions should be understood as “geological upheavals of thought.” “Emotions,” she says, “are judgments in which people acknowledge the great importance, for their own flourishing, of things that they do not fully control -- and acknowledge thereby, their neediness before the world and its event.”

Nussbaum credits the Stoics for the essence of this view that emotions are judgments.

For the purpose of the present paper, we accept the cognitivist analysis of emotion which is sketched above. The essential point to our view, which follows Aristotle and Nussbaum, is that

---
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emotions are a form of judgment. It is only fair, however, to mention that there is an opposing group of philosophers who insist that emotions should be primarily defined not in terms of cognition, but rather in terms of physiological changes and action tendencies.\textsuperscript{20}

There is no consensus about whether emotions are uniquely human, or whether other animals have emotions as well. The Stoics, as Nussbaum points out, were convinced that no animal could have any emotion. Nussbaum herself, along with a philosopher/dog-owner called George Pitcher\textsuperscript{21} argue (we think persuasively) that some animals display grief, anger and love. There seems also to be a modern consensus among philosophers and psychologists about the emotion of fear. Every creature seems to have fear built into whatever brain it possesses. It is no doubt for this reason that most of the recent, exciting research on the physiology of emotion has concentrated on the emotion of fear.\textsuperscript{22} In our view, disgust (often listed along with surprise, anger, fear, sadness and joy as basic emotions with universal facial expressions) is probably uniquely human. We certainly take emotions like pride, shame, and hope to be uniquely human. This is because there are elements of thought involved of a kind of which only humans are capable. Among other concepts necessary to these emotions are a consciousness of time, of past and future, something of which only people seem to be capable. Pride is about things we have judged to have done in the past which we consider due to certain effort, and as an accomplishment. Shame relates to an ideal of ourselves which we have, and feel less than perfect about. Hope involves expectations about the future, along with certain associated fears.

To illustrate our point of view concerning responsibility for emotions, we will consider two examples. The first concerns gratitude, the second apology and regret. Although some might want to contend that animals have these emotions in some sense, we are using them in a way which is uniquely human. Gratitude and regret will be linked to the past, to a history, and thus like pride, shame and hope will need the ability to conceptualize time.

Fischer and Ravizza discuss an example about gratitude. They contend that their analysis of moral responsibility for acts, omissions, and consequences, should in theory be extended to the realm of emotions. They do not provide the extension themselves, but challenge others to provide the demonstration. They consider one attempt to do so by Robert Adams in an article entitled “Involuntary Sins.” In brief, Adams argues, against Fischer and Ravizza, that we are morally responsible for emotions, independently of questions of voluntariness, or, for that matter, any form of control. The important example concerns gratitude:

Suppose you have just realized that you are ungrateful to someone who has done a lot for you—perhaps at a great cost to herself. Far from responding to her sacrifices with love and gratitude, you have made light of them in your own mind; and if the truth be told, you actually resent them, because you hate to be dependent on others, or indebted to them. Surely this attitude is blameworthy.\textsuperscript{23}

We want to assert, with Adams, that we are morally responsible for our emotion of gratitude (or, as in this case, its absence). There are things that we can do to improve our state of mind; we can acknowledge the lack of relevant emotion, and make some effort towards feeling it appropriately. It is not a question of faking the emotion, nor simply of working on behaviour (for example, expressing gratitude). It is directly concerned with the emotion itself. In the sense of responsibility outlined above,
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we are responsible for our emotion of gratitude, just as we would be responsible for an act, an omission, or a consequence. An important aspect of moral education is to make children aware of when and why gratitude is fitting, and to discuss why one does not have the emotion where it may be appropriate. With Adams, and against Fischer and Ravissa on this point, we are extending the full concept of responsibility to the realm of emotions.

Our second example comes from the area of apology and regret. We have argued elsewhere\textsuperscript{24}, as have others\textsuperscript{25}, that moral educators must stress genuine apologies, which can lead, in turn, to forgiveness by the person who has been wronged. We may, however, reflect about something we have done, and not bring ourselves to feel the regret which could lead to a genuine apology. We may, furthermore, think that it would be more appropriate if we really did feel regret about what we said, did, or omitted to say or do. We can resolve to take steps to work on feeling the emotion of regret, and feeling the need to apologize instead of simply mouthing the words, or faking it.

In both the gratitude and regret examples, we feel that an important task for moral education (teachers, parents, child-care workers) is to impart the need to take responsibility for one’s emotion. In a way appropriate to the age-level of the child, one finds a way to discuss the concept, talking about “thank you” in the first example, and “sorry” in the second. One can, and should, begin this discussion at very early ages, certainly during the preschool years (two to five). Partly because of Piaget and others, we have seriously underestimated the competence of young children, and their ability to comprehend these matters. Research of the last twenty years has shown that, contrary to Piaget, by the age of five, the child is very sophisticated in his understanding of questions of responsibility.\textsuperscript{26}

Whether or not, to what degree, and in what way, emotions can be controlled is an important issue, not directly discussed in the present paper. Recent research on the “emotional brain” by Joseph Ledoux, and popularized by Daniel Goleman,\textsuperscript{27} has shown that certain basic emotions like fear and anger are much too rapid to be controlled by any person. The amygdala reacts in 12 milliseconds, independently of any cortical connections. On the other hand, there are techniques which can be used to control duration, intensity, and some manifestations of fear and anger, as Goleman and others have shown. With fear and anger, there is inevitably some part of the process which cannot be controlled by most people (mainly bodily and brain), although there are other things one can do about anticipating circumstances, and regulating expressions and manifestations, in verbal and non-verbal behaviour.

Gratitude and regret are more complicated emotions, and talking about control may be inappropriate and misleading. What should be noted is that in all four cases, (fear, anger, gratitude and regret), we can, and should, talk about responsibility in a double sense. Firstly, it is being one’s unique act, and open to possible blame and praise that makes attributions of responsibility appropriate. Secondly, we can take responsibility for the emotion in the sense that we can reflect about it, and make a decision or adopt a policy to do something about it. We might say that it is a matter of “taking control” of the emotion, whether or not the first occurrence of the emotion was open to control or regulation.

Questions about control and regulation of emotion are complicated and important matters, which should certainly be talked about with children. In this paper, our aim has been to stress the importance of discussing emotions, understanding them better, and taking responsibility for them in the present, independently of whether or not, and to what degree, they could have been controlled or regulated in the past.

\textsuperscript{24} Schleifer, M., “To Speak or to Keep Silent.” Annual meeting of the British Society for Philosophy of Education Oxford, April 2005.
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